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Preface 
This book isn’t going to make you rich beyond your 
wildest dreams; it’s going to do more than that. 
It’s going to make permanent changes of the things in our 
lives that must never change, and in doing so; we reap the 
abundance that God destined us to have. 
In order to raise your awareness, you need to do 
everything that I write, and information being rare, what I 
offer is unique and knowledge that cannot be found 
anywhere else. 
And so, it begins.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 1- Love 
 
 
Why is love the most important ingredient that can 
resolve all human problems? 
 
Why do we need it and why must we practice it daily? 
What do you partake of a person who has no love? 
We do not wish to feed him, care for him nor give him 
money. 
 
But a person who pours infinite love on mankind, 
We desire him to have everything he ever dreamed of. 
 
I remember once during my awakening, I spoke of pain 
and suffering for two years, my entire followers desired 
me to be poor. 
And I was homeless for a couple of years, resided in a 
home elsewhere. 
 
I never forgot this lesson that the power of thought and 
desire from humanity can actually come true and has the 
power to make anything happen. 
 
Ever since that day, I trust wholeheartedly in the power of 
desire. 
If it can be steered for the worst, it can be steered for the 
better. 
 
If the whole world desired the leaning tower of Ibiza to 
fall, so it shall. 
 



A person with love and who loves every human being he 
crosses paths with will be loved by many and desired by 
many to have a good life. 
 
This is the power of desire. 
 
But let’s speculate this further. 
 
Not only does love prevent you from repeating people’s 
mistakes, but it also prevents you from repeating other 
people’s suffering. 
 
A person, who’s loved for a decade, would he then not be 
infinite light of blessings for an entire lifetime? 
 
And live such a good life, that everyone wishes him well. 
He’d never be homeless, he’d never have cancer, and 
he’ll always have infinite riches. 
 
 
What do you partake of the news that reports crime and 
then more crime becomes more occurent within the 
nation. 
 
The people judge, they get angry and they become fuelled 
with hatred! 
And then more crime becomes imminent. 
 
Love is the core that stops crime and abhorrent 
behaviour. 
We stop repeating other people’s behaviour, and we stop 
becoming our worst enemies. 
 



Therefore, if there is one thing to say, is encourage young 
children to love from birth, and they will be far from 
suffering and the wraths of evil from an early age. 
 
Not only will they be rich, but smart, full of vitality, and 
full of dreams. 
No addiction, no poverty, and no wrath. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 2- Change 
 
The universe is constantly evolving, and this effect is 
constantly changing humanity. 
If we don’t keep up and change, we get left behind. 
 
Life either gets worse or it gets better. 
 
If you change, it get’s better. 
The future stays bright. 
If you don’t change, it get’s worse. 
And pain is usually the manifestation. 
 
Why does God make it this way? That life get’s worse or 
better. 
 
Because usually life needs to get worse in order for it to 
get better. 
 
Usually life get’s so bad, that we have no choice but to 
change. 
 
Usually our corrections are made obvious when it get’s 
worse, so that we do change. 
 
Because God only wanted us to change, and that’s all he 
wanted us to do. 
 
Millionaire Joe Vitale was homeless for almost 14 years 
before he changed and reached his success. 
Many millionaires, athletes, Bankers, entrepreneurs hit 
their success and then file bankruptcy not too shortly 
after. 



 
Why does this happen? 
 
Because people refuse to change. 
 
How does one go from multi millionaire to bankruptcy 
and homelessness to multi millionaire in a short period of 
time? 
 
The answer is consciousness. 
People change drastically. 
And usually people will have chaos to change drastically. 
To realise their corrections and change. 
 
Why do people lose their fortune? 
Because when we make it, we get satisfied we start judging, 
we start thinking we’re more superior and we get 
comfortable. 
 
A lot of people haven’t been educated on consciousness; 
therefore they don’t have the right consciousness to keep 
their wealth. 
 
Usually anxiety get’s worse before we are out of options 
and see that the light is the only answer. 
 
And we change. 
We trust the light more that anything. 
 
God will push us to shove, until we desire the light more 
than anything, 
And he will give us anything to change. 
And that usually comes in the form of hardship. 



 
For as long as we have baggage, we must change, until we 
have none left. 
 
And God will send us chaos, and more of it, until we 
realise our actions aren’t doing us any good. 
 
We invest in the light and wisdom, and we raise our 
consciousness. 
And see that the answers were simple all along. 
 
How does Warren Buffet have 3 billion coming to him 
and Amy Whinehouse ends up dead? Both are 
millionaires. 
 
The answer is simple. 
Change differentiates them both. 
 
What happens if we don’t change? 
What could possibly go wrong? 
 
Most often pain is the result of lack of change. 
And worst-case scenario is addiction, cancer and 
homelessness. 
We devolve into demons. 
Yes I said it. 
Demons. 
I joke. 
 
Now that you’re out of options.  
 
You will change, and change many times in a day. 
Because if you don’t, then life inevitably get’s worse. 



Chapter 3- Forgiveness 
 
Most of you who know me well know that I’m huge on 
forgiveness. 
 
But people hurt me; they cause me pain and make my life 
miserable. 
Why should I forgive? 
 
Well, that’s very reasonable and many people don’t 
deserve forgiveness. 
 
But say you forgive someone, they don’t suffer and you 
save them from unnecessary karma. 
And then, you won’t have that unnecessary karma. 
 
In other words, if people suffer because you didn’t 
forgive, you do too. 
But if you save them from suffering, you won’t suffer. 
 
This is exceptionally pleasant especially when it comes to 
money. 
 
Say for instance, someone made you lose a lot of money. 
If you don’t forgive, then they lose a lot of money. 
And then it will be measured to you again. 
And it will keep going back and forth’s until you forgive. 
In my opinion, that’s a lot of money to be losing. 
It’s just not worth it. 
 
Forgive everything that revolves around money. 
 
And you’ll always have abundance. 



 
 
Forgiveness is something you do for a lifetime. 
 
The more you forgive the more knowledge you have. 
 
The more you forgive on money, the more you will know 
about money. 
 
The more you forgive on life, the more awareness you will 
have on life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 4- Happiness 
 
How many of us wake up in the morning feeling like crap. 
I can assure you that it’s many of us. 
 
Say for example, you decided one day. 
I am going to choose to be happy. 
And then when you’ve focused on all the things you are 
happy for, 
You start to see happiness and then life wasn’t so bad. 
 
One small thought, usually one minute can change your 
destiny forever. 
Because happiness creates success. 
The secret to success isn’t having lot’s it’s about being 
happy and then you will have lots. 
 
The secret to success isn’t having lot’s it’s about being 
happy and then you will have lots. 
 
I usually focus on all the things I have and have 
accomplished. 
And when I see how fortunate I really am, it makes me 
happy. 
Especially to have life. 
 
How many of us enjoy breathing and knowing that we are 
still alive. 
 
If you can be happy everyday, and take one minute each 
morning to choose your thoughts and shift happiness, 
 
Then you’re guaranteed success or to have it coming. 



 
Chapter 5 Grati tude 
 
The Secret is huge on gratitude. 
They say it’s a multiplier of abundance. 
 
Ungrateful people never have much going for them, 
because gratitude means that we appreciate God’s work. 
 
Everything God gives you is for your benefit and to not be 
grateful is to take him for granted. 
 
You are by far wealthier than many third world countries, 
which means you are a trillionaire compared to them. 
 
How does it feel to be a trillionaire? 
 
Well, if it feels damn good. 
Then you’re definitely going to get more of it. 
 
If you can’t appreciate that. 
Then you will never appreciate it when you have more. 
 
Because being a trillionaire will magnify your current 
thoughts, problems, and situation. 
You had a taste of being wealthy. 
If you can appreciate that, then you will appreciate it when 
you’re rich. 
 
Everyday, be grateful. 
This doesn’t change. 
Force yourself to be grateful even when it’s difficult and 
miracles will be revealed. 



 
When I became aware, Karen berg taught me gratitude 
and back then, I wasn’t anything special. 
But as I practiced gratitude, just thinking of third world 
countries and having nothing to eat when I have food, for 
7 years, attracted a wealthy partner, more light in my life, 
and my life improved drastically. 
 
I had more wealth, and I grew more knowledgeable. 
 
And everything I had, increased in abundance by tenfold. 
 
God adores the grateful. 
We just want to give them everything. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 6 -Meditat ion 
 
For ten years, I’ve taken the time to meditate deeply on 
everything you could possibly think of. 
What I came up with was all this knowledge I have to 
share. 
I developed sciences, theories and the cure for cancer. 
What is mediation and why should we do it? 
 
Meditation is like self-talk. 
 
Asking ourselves questions as problems arise and walking 
ourselves through it. 
 
Kind of like understanding yourself. 
Asking: Why? And how. 
 
 
It’s important to be kind to yourself and to reflect on 
everything, because the more we understand information 
the more it sticks, and we grow in consciousness. 
 
For ten years, I never had trouble sleeping, because I’ve 
always been caught in deep meditation. 
 
Of course, if it hurts, don’t do it. 
 
But meditation is meant to feel pleasant and arouses the 
light of the soul. 
Answers that are usually not found anywhere else. 
 
Always ask questions. Why? How? And what I am I not 
getting? 



Meditation is for life. 
 
It’s an art. 
 
And it derives knowledge from the unseen universe. 
 
You’ll be surprised with all the answers you get. 
And don’t be worried if you get silence a lot. 
Because that’s the answer for most of life’s problems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 7 -  Science 
 
This chapter is based on my four sciences. 
That has helped me overcome anxiety for life, and I hope 
it will help you too. 
 
ATOMS 

1	

 
 
 
 

 
Humans are like atoms.  
You have the proactive side (protons), the reactive side 
(electrons), and the soul (The neutrons). 
Silence the reactive side and you can have the proactive 
side all the time. 
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Notice how the soul is on the inside? 
Beneath all the ego (the reactive self)? 
Because all the answers are within. 
The corrections are usually on the outside, and the light 
shines from deep within. 
 
The 0.01% physical matter is like physicality and the 
99.99% empty space is like the spiritual world of 
imagination, the world of miracles. 
 
Because we must be aware of our thoughts 24/7 to tap into 
the sixth sense. 
Napolean Hill in his book the law of success states that 
before meeting people we usually have an unconscious 
connection with them prior to speech being initiated, this 
is because we are etheric beings and are all telepathic and 
our thoughts either clash or create perfect harmony. 
 
He also states that atoms can get together to create positive 
substances like H20 - where there is perfect harmony or 
where there is disharmony, lethal substances. 
 
Atom’s can evolve or devolve. 
Helium can evolve from hydrogen by adding one proton, 
one electron and two neutrons. Lithium can evolve from 
helium by adding one proton and one electron and two 
neutrons; beryllium can evolve from lithium by adding one 
proton, one electron and one neutron. 
 
Isn’t that clever? 
 



You could also turn iron into gold by adding to each iron 
atom 53 protons, 88 neutrons, and 53 electrons to each 
one. 
 
Isn’t that amazing? 
 
Humans work just like atoms, in that we get together and 
evolve each other or devolve each other. 
We have the power to transform ourselves through other 
people. 
 
On the periodic table, you have your list of elements. 
It goes most evil to kindest. 
And just to prove this theory true. 
It would mean that Hydrogen has the least consciousness 
and is the most reactive. 
Low and behold, the hydrogen bomb is the most lethal 
weapon of mankind! 
 
THE LAW OF INERTIA 
 
The law of inertia states that if an object is at rest, it 
remains in uniform motion unless a push or pull is acted 
upon it. 
 
Let’s say that you’re the object and you’re in uniform 
motion and the ”Satan” in you, could be the pull towards 
evil and the “God” in you, could be the push towards your 
higher potential. 
 
The God in you is at war with the Satan in you, but who 
will you let win the war? 
God or Satan? 



 
God only knows love and unconditional love, and in love 
we awaken to our highest ambitions. 
Who will you let win? 
 
CREST AND TROUGH 
 
As you can see below, we have the crest and the trough. 
Life is a wavelength where the crest is the light in your life, 
and the trough the ego. 

 

2 
 
Can you see why it's only important to talk to those who 
are on a crest? 
 
And why we must never respond to resistance, unless of 
course they are facing their fears. 
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Because people will repeat a low vibration if you condition 
them to, but what you want to do is condition people to be 
the light. 
Life is up and life is down. 
We live in duality. 
 
 
 
The second diagram below shows bad future and good 
future. 
 
Because everything in freewill is negative karma, (lying, 
cheating, theft), and only gets worse. 
And negative debt is on the return, thus the trough. 
Good future is the crest, where we are aligned with the will 
of God, and only positive karma is on the return. 
 
Your future either gets worse or better depending on 
where you are on the diagram. 
 
Because everything is predestined. 



 

 
3 
The third diagram, if you restrict many potential partners, 
the greater the desire to love. 
 
Two waves that are the same reinforce each other, like 
love and love, while two waves that are opposing each 
other cancel each other out. 
 
Just how love drives out evil. 
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The crest and the trough can be seen as poverty and 
fortune. 
 
Because the greater the struggle usually arouses great 
fortune. 
 
The moon is trough, and the crest is the sun. 
Angels are crest and demons are trough. 
 
Usually periods of great struggle arouses our compassion 
to give and be the light and to make greater changes. 
We desire to give more, share more and be more. 
 
Because everything is consciousness. 
 
This leads me to the next part. 
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GRAVITY 
 
When Newton sat by the tree and the apple fell down he 
discovered the laws of gravity. 
As what went up, the apple came down, for everything is 
recycled. 
 
As what went up, must come down, for everything is recycled. 
 
We must give our abundance when we have plenty and 
when we are on the crest, so that when things go down, we 
will always have light. 
 
By doing this, give your abundance when you have it, and 
when it comes down you’ll always have plenty. 
 
In this way, you will always be on a crest all the time. 
 
 
HUMANS ARE LIKE BATTERIES 
 
Below you have a diagram that depicts exactly what 
humans are like. 
 
Which, if you look below you have Summer, Autumn, 
Winter, and Spring. [Not in order]. 
 
If you understand this, you will understand humans 
altogether. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 8 -  Prayer 
 
The God’s don’t know what you want. 
I don’t know what you want. 
 
That’s why it’s important to pray. 
So we all know what exactly it is that you want. 
 
We often have little desire to change or want things in our 
lives. 
 
That’s why prayer awakens our desire to have things or to 
change. 
 
Prayer is very powerful and can make great changes in 
your life. 
 
I say the anab'koach everyday and it’s helped me among 
many things like to be a non-smoker. 
I pray to change everyday, because very often we can’t do 
it on our own. 
 
Prayer is like injecting certainty in your life. 
 
Prayer is like injecting certainty in your life. 
 
Whatever it is that you wish to have, pray with all your 
heart and soul and do it everyday. 
And then, watch miracles happen. 
 
The Usnisa Vijaya is a very powerful dharani. 



There was a story of a man who was destined to be animal 
for a 1000 lives, and then blind for 100 years, and then 
poor for a lifetime. 
 
Upon this realisation he cried to the Gods, said the Usnisa 
Vijaya dharani 30 times for 30 days, the God’s were so 
pleased with his humility that upon his death, he was 
granted in the heavens with the seven Buddha’s. 
 
This is the dharani: 
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Don’t underestimate how powerful prayer can be. Prayer 
has the power to make great and gradual changes in your 
life, but you need to do it often, it’s good for the soul. 
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Chapter 9- Higher potentials 
 
 
Did you know that heaven is worth a trillion dollars? 
 
Why, let me explain. 
 
We all have higher potentials that are predestined by the 
soul. 
Each higher potential is worth a lot of money. 
And to get to the next higher potential we need to tithe 
everything, i.e. give all our money away. 
 
But the last higher potential is worth a trillion dollars. 
 
Which means to tithe one trillion dollars we get to heaven. 
 
How do we know what our higher potential is? 
Ask and it is given. 
 
The higher potential is like nevallising, imagining that it is 
already yours and your exchange of service for it. 
 
Not only will higher potentials make you rich but you’ll 
also do anything to be the light to get there. 
 
Aim for heaven. 
Because like they say, aim for the stars and land 
somewhere on the moon. 
 
To make clear, my 6M mark was to write the telepath’s 
tale. 



My 100M was to write a book like rich dad poor dad. 
My billion is to write song albums. 
And my trillion is an autobiography, which I haven’t got 
there yet. 
 
What is your higher potential? 
Ask and it is given. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 10- Compassion 
 
 
Everything is this world boils down to compassion. 
Compassion for anxiety, smoking, wealth, you name it. 
 
If you don’t have compassion you’ll fall prone to bondage. 
 
How do we have compassion for ourselves? 
You see the trick is to tread with the right intentions all the 
time, and you’ll always have compassion for yourself when 
you see it. 
 
Have compassion for anxiety and for the weaknesses of 
those around you. 
 
Be sure people are always confident around you at all 
times. 
 
This is the knack for being confident yourself and never 
having anxiety. 
 
Because anxiety stems from passing the evil eye! 
 
And if we never pass the evil eye, then surely we have 
nothing to fear. 
 
Man will fear himself if he does not have the right 
intentions. 
He will be lead by fear and cynicism of others until he 
learns to love. 
 



It’s like judgment, no matter how much a person tries to 
be the light, if that person is coming from a place of 
judgment, he will never be the light. 
It backfires! 
 
You must never judge. 
 
Have the right intentions. 
Have compassion. 
 
If you silence the ego, you will always have compassion. 
 
Did you know that everything boils down to compassion? 
In that, our chaos never ends until we have a high degree 
of compassion for everything on this earth. 
 
That’s right. 
 
Practice compassion, practice lot’s of it, and it will set you 
free of chaos in the long term for everything! 
 
That means, chaos will subside, if your compassion for 
everything is strong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 11 -  Share everything you know 
 
I was never that smart, in fact I failed my HSC and took 
two attempts to get into university. 
For 9 years, I just shared everything I knew, with anyone 
especially all the things I didn’t want anyone to know. 
 
And I grew smarter. 
 
My awareness expanded phenomenally well and everyday 
I trust the light to be right behind. 
 
How this works is karma. 
 
Raise anyone’s awareness on any topic and God will raise 
your awareness on that topic. 
 
You don’t have to know anything, just share what you 
know and are 100% sure of already and trust karma to 
return. 
 
We are governed by universal law, karma, and which 
means what goes around, will come back to us. 
 
I’ve built my sharing of knowledge for 9 years that the light 
returns everyday and I constantly learn new things. 
 
I’m connected to the light everyday by my old intentions. 
And my light of soul grows. 
 
Switch on the light. 
 



If you want singing, share singing, if you want maths, share 
maths, if you want wealth, share wealth, if you want 
awareness, share awareness. 
 
But remember, you need to share everything you know to 
get to your next level. 
 
Often we are a product of our karma. 
 
You may share more of what you wish to have because 
that karma will drive you. 
 
You can create the perfect karma. 
Or karma that will keep you going for lifetimes. 
 
Because we live to share and to pass the light on. 
That’s how we grow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 12 – World forgiveness 
 
Why do we need world forgiveness? 
 
Well actually, it took me 8-9years to have pure forgiveness 
with everybody, that I took it to the next level. 
 
World forgiveness. 
 
As long as you have forgiveness, you will never suffer 
anxiety. 
 
It’s not medication. 
It’s forgiveness. 
 
I was medicated against my freewill for 9 years, and the 
doctor attributed my well-spoken articulation to 
medication. 
He said, “Medication is the reason you speak so well.” 
I was deeply abhorred by this. 
 
Forgive and you’ll always speak well and articulated. 
Because remember, where you don’t forgive you will 
repeat that correction over and over again until you 
forgive. 
Do save all the trouble and forgive early. 
 
On the plus side, you’ll never have cancer or be homeless. 
And wealth increases from this point out. 
 
I spoke to Steve jobs and he said, “Go to where you have a 
karmic correction.” 
So I’m sure he knew the truth too. 



 
It takes 8-9years, but what you have is a lifetime of pure 
life, to be safe, to read, go out, have fun and do everything 
you possibly ever dreamed of. 
 
People who attribute your positive success to medication 
are deluding themselves because it takes great inner 
changes to evolve and be a better person. 
 
Medication is a band-aid. 
And change is the core of all problems. 
 
Just to give a better example. 
Vagya’s are like karmic surgery that has the power to heal 
cancer. 
Joe Vitale mention’s it in his book the Attractor Factor. 
Where illnesses spontaneously heal from the removal of 
karmic forces. 
 
Nothing is random in this world. 
Cancer is not random. 
 
Einstein did say that, “ God does not roll dice.” 
 
We alone must be responsible for our actions because 
everything is connected and there are spiritual 
consequences for everything for the better or worse. 
 
The laws of karma govern us. 
 
Usually cancer, is a repetition of karmic corrections that 
build up to the point of irreversible damage. 



Although can be cured by a Vagya which costs money, 
nothing is impossible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 13 – Chasing money is a sin 
 
 
Scot Anderson in his book: Think like a billionaire 
become a billionaire says,  “Your mum chased money, 
your grandma chased money, it never worked.” 
 
Let’s face it! We all want more money. 
 
But running towards money is never going to work. 
It’s just going to run the other way. 
 
But run away from money and money will run towards 
you. 
 
Most celebrities agree on the same thing that money 
comes from doing what you love to do, your passion. 
 
And working hard at it. 
 
Most of the people that got rich got rich chasing their 
passion and dreams. 
 
Why is chasing money a sin? 
 
Because it usually leads to unnecessary baggage which will 
cost you more money in the long run, so best not to do it. 
 
Try and save lives. 
 
This is very rewarding for the soul and comes back 
tenfold. 
 



But do it because you care, not for money. 
 
Usually everything that is good for the soul will make you 
an enormous amount of money. 
 
But don’t do it for the money, do it because it’s the right 
thing to do. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 14- Always go the extra mile 
 
 
Napolean Hill in his book law of success, states “Always 
do more work then rendered for.” 
 
In other words, always do more than what you are paid to 
do. 
 
Bob proctor in his book You were born rich, talks about 
the razor edge theory how the Gold medal finalists won 
not by seconds but a point tenth of a second, all because 
they did that extra one hour of training. 
 
I like to push myself to my limits. 
I find that you grow to your next level if you do this well. 
 
We were born as selfless beings, like Moses, Jesus and 
Buddha to be selfless beings of pure light. 
 
To serve others, so that we will be served and live like 
royalty. 
 
Serve others, so that we will be served and live like royalty. 
 
Think of Gods. 
They’ve lived 7 million years of humanly life to serve and 
give to others, so that they will one day become a God. 
 
Try and aim to be a God. 
 
God’s are perfect; they have all the wealth, health and 
knowledge, and are perfect sharing beings. 



 
Scot Anderson says, “Make others successful.” 
 
I’ve made fortunes for my best friend Rav Berg who is a 
multi millionaire. 
And I don’t regret any of it. 
 
I believe if you do that for others, that intention comes 
back to you tenfold. 
 
But you must do it for a long time. 
 
Alibaba didn’t become successful by doing nothing during 
the first three years they made no money.  
They made other entrepreneurs and small businesses 
successful in that time, and adopted the right 
consciousness. 
 
“If they’re happy, I’m happy,” says Jack Ma. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 15 – Focus on your strengths 
 
Dean Graziosi in his book millionaire habits talks about 
focusing on your strengths. 
 
If you pay attention to your weaknesses, more weaknesses 
will be the show. 
 
But if you get into a habit of believing in yourself and 
focusing on your strengths, more strengths you will get, 
you will almost be convinced yourself of how amazing you 
can be! 
 
We are often, bombarded by people’s beliefs and 
perception of ourselves all the time, this is why this tool is 
a neat trick to overcoming people’s judgments all around 
us. 
 
 
Believe in yourself. 
 
And focus on your strengths! 
 
Jk. Rowling was on welfare payments at 28 with kids. 
Jack Ma found it impossible to get jobs for 12 years and 
didn’t make a cent for the first 3 years with Alibaba. 
Steve jobs traded coke bottles and walked a mile to eat 
meals on wheels. 
 
Karen Berg and Rav Berg slept in a car and shared with 
people on the streets for 25 years before they became a 
success. 
 



This shows us that it’s consciousness that is important. 
You don’t need a degree. 
You just need to change your thinking. 
 
Consciousness is the ultimate wealth and is the reason you 
stay rich. 
 
Consciousness is the ultimate wealth and is the reason you 
stay rich. 
 
How do we know? 
 
Take a billionaires money away and he’ll get it back the 
next day. 
 
Why? 
 
Because of his consciousness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 16 – Give and you shall  receive 
 
 
If you’re lacking something in your life, 
The very thing you lack is what you need to give. 
 
Be that love, happiness or money. 
Give what you want. 
 
The generous have an abundant of light especially if they 
give everything. 
 
Everyone loves money but no one wants to raise their 
consciousness on money. 
 
There can be no other way. 
 
I gave for four years, and was looked after by everyone for 
a long time. 
Because when you give everything each week, everything is 
cared for. 
 
And then the light started to return. 
 
And I gave everything that returned, and built my wealth. 
 
It’s not how much money you have that matters, it goes by 
how much you’ve given. 
 
It’s not how much money you have that matters, it goes by 
how much you’ve given. 
 



You can turn $1 into a billion dollars with the right 
attitude, if you wanted to. 
 
When the light returns, give. 
When the light returns, give. 
And when that returns, give. 
Until you’ve turned a dollar into a billion. 
 
That’s what they mean by when they say a billionaire will 
turn $1 into billions while the average will spend and 
spend. 
 
How you treat money should be how a homeless person 
treats 5c. 
When you have your attitude right and don’t take money 
for granted, God will send you more. 
 
Don’t forget. 
God will send us more hardship when we don’t have the 
right consciousness in order to have the right 
consciousness. 
Joe Vitale was homeless for 14 years until he got his 
consciousness right and became a millionaire. 
 
Take every cent as the light returning, and give everything. 
 
Why does Warren buffet have 3 billion coming and Amy 
Whinehouse ends up dead? 
 
 
Both are millionaires. 
 
It’s simple; the light of giving protects you. 



 
On the contrary, remember to spend big on the self once 
in a while, because self-love is as important as giving to 
others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 17 – Nevall ising 
 
Napolean hill in his book Think and grow rich, he states 
that one must imagine as if what we wanted were already in 
possession. 
 
But our exchange of service for it. 
 
This is called nevallising. 
 
Joe Vitale in Attractor Factor says that we must focus on 
what we want rather than the things we do not want. 
 
When we focus on the things we do not want we get more 
of that. 
 
But when we focus on the things we want. 
 
God has a way of answering our prayers. 
 
One day, I needed new clothes and focused on a 
completely new wardrobe and within a week, my partner 
bought me 20 new shirts. 
Instant miracles! 
 
Focus on what you want! 
And go get it. 
 
 
The imagination is everything, what the mind imagines it 
does. 
 



The imagination is everything, what the mind imagines it 
does. 
 
This is why we must be wary of our thoughts all the time 
and adopt the right thinking and beliefs. 
 
In that, we shift the imagination in the right direction. 
 
Bob Proctor in his book You were born rich, says to 
imagine as if you already were! 
 
As if you were already what you wanted. 
 
A trillionaire. 
 
And by doing so, we attract the experiences to us by having 
the right mindset. 
 
Because everything we do occurs on a subconscious level. 
That is, the imagination first, then the physical experiences 
after. 
 
God created man in his image. 
 
Meaning that, the imagination came first. 
 
And by saying so, if you get your imagination right, 
everything has a way of falling into place! 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 18 – Think posit ive 
 
A person who thinks negative all the time will attract 
negative experiences to him. 
 
It could also be subconscious influences like watching the 
news, which is filled with negative content. 
 
A person who thinks positive will always have health, 
wealth and prosperity, because they attract those 
experiences by their mindset a lone. 
 
How do we feel when negative people are around? 
They drain us of life and all the sparks within our soul, 
and are uncomfortable to be around. 
 
Be positive and like a lighthouse in the dark for other 
people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 19- Repentance 
 
Being sorry is the great destroyer of pain and turmoil. 
 
We must be sorry for everything, especially if you have 
baggage. 
 
Sometimes when we have blockages and at early 
symptoms if we are sorry, it goes away. 
 
In truth, we must be sorry for everything until we have 
absolutely no chaos. 
 
Because there is no money in karmic debt. 
 
Only love. 
 
How do we know if it’s karmic debt? 
Well, if it’s not love, it’s debt. 
 
Sometimes we do things that is not conscious for us or that 
we don’t mean to but comes off rude or abhorrent. 
If we repent, it goes away. 
 
I repented for the first 3 years of all my sins, and got 
karma for everything. 
 
Then the next 6 years were present day repentance just 
going along as you go. 
But repenting for things like a lifetime of judgment, blame, 
hatred, pride and control. 
And many other things, such as being unaware or 
receiving. 



 
Why should we repent? 
 
Because after the repentance is complete, wealth flows 
from then on out and you enjoy more financial freedom. 
 
9 years of repentance may seem like a long time, but the 
effects are permanent and what you get lasts forever. 
 
That’s like trading in 9 years for a lifetime of wealth. 
 
It’s either that or have your karmic debts of poverty get 
worse. 
 
I’d say it’s worth it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter- 20 Consciousness 
 
Say for example a hypothetical situation. 
 
10 men work at Woolworths for 5 years as a cash register, 
all have the same jobs but 5 years later, one changes his 
career, another get’s promoted as manager and another 
decides to stay for a little longer. 
 
What’s the difference? 
They all started out the same but ended up with different 
results. 
 
You see, that answer lays in consciousness. 
They changed their consciousness and either progressed 
or digressed. 
 
Why is it that we like some people more than others? 
We are physically all the same. 
We are all human. 
We all share similar traits. 
 
But why is it that some people stand out more than 
others? 
 
People like Oprah, Keanu Reeves, Maya Angelou, Joe 
Vitale, Jack Ma, Warren Buffet. 
 
It’s because of consciousness. 
 
What people are attracted to is your consciousness. 
 



You don’t have to be the most attractive looking person in 
the world, but if you have consciousness you stand above 
the crowd. 
 
The good news is that your consciousness rolls over each 
life time, so you pick up where you left off. 
 
This means your wealth rolls over, your health and 
prosperity. 
 
Why did God make this so? 
 
Because consciousness is the only thing that is not 
predestined. 
 
Everything is predestined, but your consciousness. 
 
Even flowers and plants have consciousness. 
Why do some get the Amazon and some get forests and 
others people’s garden. 
That may fall into predestination. 
Like the rain and water cycle. 
 
But consciousness - it’s desire to be fed and nurtured is 
not predestined therefore some plants bloom brighter than 
others. 
 
This is like people. 
We all share the same experiences but what makes us 
different is our consciousness on those experiences, that 
either nudges us further towards growth or destruction, 
afterwards. 
 



Steve jobs, J.k rowling, Karen Berg, Rav Berg have all 
suffered poverty during their careers. 
 
We all share experiences of poverty. 
 
But why is it that they are multi millionaires or even 
billionaires today and some people are still in poverty ten 
years later? 
 
Some people have not gotten anywhere. 
 
Because of their consciousness. 
They used their consciousness to arise from poverty. 
 
There are so many art paintings, but why does Vincent 
Van Gough stand above the crowd. 
Because he said, “I dreamed my paintings before I painted 
them.” 
 
And, there you have it! It’s his consciousness that we are 
attracted to, that makes you wealthy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 21- The marble theory 
 
 
Here is the marble theory: 
	
A marble is round and void and small. It has no desire to 
receive and moves at a rapid distance. It can motion other 
marbles to move at a distance. A soccer ball has a larger 
desire to receive and therefore, moves slower. And needs 
a huge amount of energy to move at a rapid pace. 
 
Nonetheless, a marble is stationary until a force propels it 
to move. 
Because it has little desire to receive, it moves faster. 
However, a soccer ball moves slower but travels at a larger 
distance. 
The point is, the less we receive now, and take our time 
through the journey of life, the less desire we use, and the 
faster we will move in later years. 
 
 
When I first started I was in such a hurry to 
enlightenment, that I rushed and made a tonne of mistakes 
that costed me more time in the long run. 
 
In saying so, if there was one thing I could say, is take your 
time. 
Not only do you make fewer mistakes, but also the world 
will speed up around you, and you will feel more at peace. 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 22- People are reflections 
 
We all know that like attracts like. 
 
The poor attract the poor, the gifted attract the gifted, and 
the rich attract the rich. 
 
Wherever you are at, people will mirror your intentions 
and show you where you are at to change. 
 
Because we do not know what our energy is like until we 
see it in others. 
 
Dirty energy attracts dirty energy, 
Positive energy attracts positive energy. 
 
Day by day, people will show you what you need to change 
through them. 
 
When everyone in your universe is rich, that’s when you 
know your perfect. 
 
But of course thinking we’re perfect is ego. 
There’s always more room to change. 
 
Trillionaires attract trillionaires. 
When you start seeing trillionaires everywhere, that’s when 
you know your perfect because trillionaires have no chaos. 
 
This means that everyone who is not a trillionaire will have 
chaos until they are trillionaires. 
 
That’s when they’re perfect. 



Chapter 23- Mill ionaires. 
 
Millionaires will condition you to be the light. 
 
When I first met Rav Berg, he asked me to do a speech. 
 
I ended up writing a book. 
 
Millionaires will get you to do phenomenal things for a lot 
of money. 
 
Rav Berg said I had a 50Million dollar inheritance when I 
first started, I was so kind to everyone for 6 years, I even 
sucked up to everyone like no tomorrow. Never in my life 
did I do the impossible, but I believe him to be just 
ostentatious.  
 
But now that I look back I see it as nevallising. 
 
Getting people to believe they have a large sum of money 
coming to them. 
 
Nonetheless, it never stopped me from being the light. 
I ended up letting him keep it. 
But the point is,  
Millionaires will motivate you to do the impossible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 24- Highest paid Jobs 
 
The highest paid jobs, believe it or not are: 
Actors, Athletes, Musicians and Comedians. 
You can google it if you wish, the richest celebrities. 
 
Do we ever stop to ponder why this is the case? 
My take is that it’s the least karmic debt. 
 
And now you know that being funny actually makes you 
rich. 
 
Because there are many professions, which reap the worst 
karma, drug profession, alcohol and gaming. 
 
Which brings harms to other people. 
 
And these are the professions you want to avoid. 
 
 
And, there you have it. 
 
Actors, Musicians, and Comedians, encourage love, and 
togetherness. 
 
They strive to bring unity and entertainment that makes 
everyone happy. 
And who would’ve thought you could get paid a lot for 
entertaining people and encouraging love? 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 25- Believe you are rich 
 
 
Believe it or not, but believe you are the richest person on 
the planet. 
And you will attract wealth for many years. 
 
Because everything that happens to us occurs on a 
subconscious level and it usually occurs with belief. 
 
But I’m poor, and I have no money. 
How can I believe I’m the richest person on the planet? 
 
Well, if we think we are poor, poor is what we get. 
 
If we think we are rich, rich is what we get. 
 
When you think you’re rich, God starts to see all the 
people you’ve made successful, just like Jack Ma did in the 
first three years of having no money, he was poor for 12 
years. 
 
But what did he do? He made other small businesses 
successful for three years in the time he had no money, 
and didn’t believe he was poor. 
 
He believed he was the richest person on the planet. 
 
And, then what happened? 
 
He became a billionaire. 
 
 



When you believe you are rich, mind you the richest 
person on the planet, you start to visualise all the riches 
you’ve given to others. 
 
And then that attracts more of those experiences to you. 
 
Because, in case you didn’t know, God only gives to the 
worthy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 26 -  Save l ives. 
 
Saving lives keeps you connected to the light. 
 
And wherever you go, you will always have light. 
 
If you save lives, what happens? 
 
Someone will save your life and it goes back and forths. 
 
You will always be connected to the light. 
 
Did you know? 
 
That the only time you should open your mouth is to save 
somebody’s life? 
 
And not only will you have the right speech, but that, 
words are also sacred, and that you’re saving lives. 
 
You are after all, given one full battery to use wisely each 
day. 
 
Do expend it well. 
 
And save lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 26- Pay people for knowledge. 
 
 
If you pay people for knowledge, people will pay you for 
knowledge, and that’s how you become wealthy. 
 
I always pay my respects and give what I can today, not 
tomorrow, not when I become a millionaire, but today. 
 
Pay people what you can and in time, everyone will pay 
you because it’s the intention that counts. 
 
Having the right attitude when it comes to money is 
important. 
 
This is just an example of having consciousness, just like 
having the right attitude to those who have nothing would 
be to give them everything, money, diamonds, and jewels. 
 
Because how you treat those who are nothing to you 
determines your wealth. 
 
In other words, it’s a reflection of your wealth. 
 
Just like having the right attitude at work is like doing 
everything so that your boss does nothing at all - is having 
the right consciousness. 
 
By giving to those who are nothing, doing everything for 
your boss, and giving to those who give you knowledge, 
will motivate them to give you more. 
 



I pledged to give to everyone who’s ever given me 
knowledge and slowly I paid them off today, and not 
tomorrow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 27 – You are healthy 
 
If today you are not happy with your health, tomorrow it 
gets worse. 
 
And it will get worse until your happy. 
Which means today you do have good health. 
 
Believe that you are healthy because today is always the 
best, and that you already do have good health compared 
to tomorrow. 
 
If tomorrow it gets worse if you’re not happy - that means 
your health today is at it’s best. 
 
Therefore, be grateful. 
 
Same is also true of your wealth. 
 
If today you are not happy with your wealth, tomorrow it 
gets worse. 
 
Therefore compared to tomorrow you are rich. 
 
Believe you are wealthy. 
 
Because life gets worse if we are not grateful for what we 
have, and God sends us more pain. 
 
You must be grateful and appreciate that today is always 
the best. 
And, that you do already have it. 
 



And, when God sees that you appreciate, he sends you 
more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 28 – Be super strong. 
 
For 9 years I was super strong in the face of many, 
although some people did not appreciate it, I did not care. 
 
This never changes. 
 
You need to be strong to stand up to people and they will 
not deem you weak. 
 
They will be grateful for it later, but in the meantime don’t 
care if you are temporarily disliked. 
 
People appreciate strong people. 
 
People appreciate strong people. 
 
Especially using the people skills by Robert Bolton, to be 
assertive requires a strong person especially dealing with 
conflict. 
 
Therefore, be strong. 
 
The next point: 
 
Be super sweet. 
 
For 9 years I was super sweet to everyone. 
 
To the disabled, to the less fortunate, to strangers, friends, 
and family. 
 



Because the more should always care for the less and it 
helps people let go of envy. 
 
Being super sweet is a nice way of being the light, and it 
helps people change. 
 
It also ensures that you are a higher vibration and also that 
you won’t smoke. 
 
Because you must be kind to all sorts of people,  
unattractive and attractive, and let go of all prejudice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 28- The power of now. 
 
Sometimes we are so eager for the future, we fast forward 
time and when we get there, it doesn’t bring us the 
satisfaction we expected. 
 
We get disappointed and look back wishing we made the 
most of our life and appreciated every second. 
 
While others are stuck in the past on repeat. 
 
Life doesn’t get anywhere living in the past, the past is only 
a lesson meant to be learnt. Other than that, you’re meant 
to move on. 
 
Our subconscious is constantly predicting our future and 
what lays in its recesses manifests in the present moment. 
 
This is why the power of now is the only opportunity we 
have to get proactive and tackle our experiences head on. 
 
Because you don’t always know what karma you have, but 
you can choose to be proactive and make the most of the 
present moment and create new karma, ie. your destiny 
for the greater good. 
 
And eventually the chaos subsides, and you become the 
pilot of your future. 
 
That is, only miracles will begin to occur once you’ve 
conquered the here and now. 
 



Because corrections are always changing and transforming, 
so we need to stay ahead of the game, and get ahead of 
karmic corrections, so that they don’t stagnate. 
 
If you keep looking to your subconscious for answers, 
you’ll almost be looking forever. 
 
You can only conquer the here and now, and eventually 
the core of the subconscious will reveal itself. 
 
And then, eventually you remove layers of your 
subconscious to reveal only miracles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 29- Chakras 
 
 
I wrote this in my first book, but I thought it needed 
repeating. 
 
Crown: Spirituality. 
Third eye: Seeing beyond illusions, seeing the truth. 
Throat: Speaking your truth without harm to none, right 
speech. 
Heart: Compassion. 
Solar plexus: Power. 
Sacral: Emotions are not suppressed. 
Root: Flight or fight, survival needs are met/ 
Face your greatest fears. 
 
 
When the chakras are functioning at their optimum, we 
have no chaos in our lives. 
No blockages can manifest. 
Usually these are the rewards that have long term effects 
and don’t produce instant results, which means we’re on 
the right path. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 30 – Right speech 
 
Having the right speech sounds easy does it not? 
 
Well, it ought to. 
 
This remains refraining from gossip, and ill speech about 
others. 
 
Because what goes around comes around. 
 
It means having compassionate and kind speech for life. 
 
It means having compassionate and kind speech for life. 
 
It’s ok to be cruel but kind from time to time, 
But right speech is important at all times. 
 
Robert Bolton’s book People skills touch well nicely upon 
this topic, and David Nahill’s book on public speaking has 
helped me overcome social anxiety. As well as, the Comic 
Toolbox, which taught me how to have a great sense of 
humour. 
 
I hope it helps you too. 
 
For 9 years, I spoke only powerful speech because no one 
will listen to you if your light is smidgen. 
 
And really, speech is only worth saying if it’s powerful. 
 



Chapter 31. There’s no such thing as a l i fe 
without suffering 
 
 
The Buddha said, “There’s no such thing as a life without 
suffering.” 
 
No one is perfect. 
 
Not you, not the king, and not your average Joe. 
 
Because if your life was perfect, everyone will be jealous of 
you and we all know that that will do us no good. 
 
Even Gods, have battles and chaos on their level. 
 
Which means the pain never ends. 
 
Pain is what makes the best stories that we can tell to 
others on our success, that makes the best anecdotes. 
 
Desiring to get to heaven is the closest you will ever get to 
a life without suffering. 
 
There is no suffering in heaven, which is why trillionaires 
have no chaos because it’s almost like getting into heaven. 
 
In saying this, enjoy your time as you can as humans, 
Because all life is suffering. 
 
Then, why not give heaven? 
 



In truth, the more we’ve suffered the more compassion 
God has for us, and the more wealth he gives us. 
 
And, I’m not talking about negative suffering, I mean 
positive suffering. 
 
Because people get jealous of you if your life is perfect. 
They don’t get jealous of you if they know you have great 
suffering. 
 
Usually, the more light a person has, the more they’ve 
suffered. 
 
But there are tricks to overcoming suffering, “Believe 
you’re nothing.” 
 
In the eyes of God, he sentenced us here to suffer for our 
sins - if you believe you are nothing, he will feel so much 
remorse. 
 
God will have so much mercy for you and give you 
everything. 
 
Because the more suffering you overcome, the more 
compassion God has and he will give to you everything 
you’ve ever dreamed of. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 32 – The l ight 
 
 
Has anyone ever told you the story of the Buddha? 
 
He was a royal prince who lived in a royal palace, whose 
fellow workers entertained him for years and kept him 
ignorant of pain and suffering. 
 
One day, he decided to leave his royal palace and saw 
beggars on the streets and he couldn’t understand why they 
had pain and suffering and illnesses. 
 
As such, he left his palace to live among them, and wanted 
to understand compassion. 
 
He then, died a beggar. 
 
Although it can be sad to say that while the Buddha was a 
royal prince he did not give to the poor during that time, 
so it’s evident to say that although he had all the light in the 
world, he had no consciousness for money. 
 
I know of a person whom I won’t mention his name, has 
all the light in the world because he gives what money can’t 
buy, but is poor. 
 
Now you would think, he has all the light in the world, 
wouldn’t that make you rich? 
 
Well, it does, in the sense that you have no sin, no debt, 
no baggage, so you save fortunes right? 



Well, yes, the Buddha had all the light in the world, but he 
died a beggar. You see, you need the light to abstain from 
sin, and debt, and baggage, and yes, it does make you rich. 
But you also need consciousness on money to be rich. 
They are two different topics. 
 
For 9 years I thought the light makes you rich and I did 
anything to be the light. 
But I had no money. 
Yes, I saved a lot of money and abstained from sin. 
But I had no money. 
 
Until later I met my soul mate Carlo, who taught me a lot 
about money. 
 
Then I gave and built my wealth, to the point of having a 
rich partner. 
I expanded my consciousness on money. 
 
I have a best friend who is a multi millionaire has all the 
light when it comes to money, ie. he’s expanded his 
consciousness on money to it’s greatest heights but he has 
no spiritual light. 
 
He suffers the worst addiction. 
Just to give you an idea, the Allen Carr method to stop 
smoking takes on average a year, but will take my friend 4 
years. 
That’s how bad it is. 
 
He gives money to the low vibration and restricts the light. 
You’re meant to restrict the low vibration and give to the 
light. 



Which means, he will never stop repeating low vibratory 
light, because people will repeat what you respond to. 
Mind, you he’s so afraid to be the light, 
So will he ever be free from sin? 
I don’t know. 
But I hope so. 
But what I am trying to say is that he misses out on more 
money long term, because it catches up on him in other 
ways. 
 
The point is: do you need the light? Yes! 
But you also need to expand your consciousness on 
money. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 33 – Opposite of ego 
 
 
Now opposite of ego, I’ve mentioned many times 
especially in my first book, The will of God. 
 
If you are afraid, get closer. 
If you find it difficult to listen to light, listen. 
And if you are in a hurry, slow down. 
Going the opposite of thoughts. 
 
It’s like, if you get jealous of someone and overcome that 
ego, overtime no one will get jealous of you. 
 
And that’s why celebrities have such a nice consciousness, 
Because, they constantly work on themselves from within. 
 
And, what you then get, is a person with a brilliantly nice 
consciousness, which is why they are celebrities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 34 – Seek first  to understand, before 
being understood. 
 
Dean Graziosi says, in his book Millionaire habits, that 
people will love you, hire you, and buy from you, if you 
understand them, not they understand you. 
 
And it’s true. 
 
Steven R Covey says, “Most people listen with the 
intention to reply rather than to understand.” 
 
It’s like social media. 
 
If you want everyone to be on your page, spend 100 hours 
on theirs and everyone will come to you. 
 
Seek to understand first, and always listen to others before 
speaking. 
 
If you want people to listen to you, spend thousands of 
hours first listening to what others have to say, before 
yourself. 
 
And, that is the secret to having confidence! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 35 – God wil l  punish you for wrong 
doings. 
 
 
I myself have witnessed God punish people many times. 
I’ve seen his work and I’ve seen his power. 
 
When I ascend my consciousness so high, I meet God 
and he only reveals himself to the worthy. 
 
Exhibit A. 
 
The doctor that medicates me against my freewill, 
Is medicating the gifted for profit. 
Each injection costs the government $400. 
And I would like to think that most of the people in the 
psych ward are having a spiritual awakening, so yes they 
hear thoughts and yes, they have super powers. 
It’s just the start to their journey. 
 
A lot of people beneath the pyramid don’t understand this 
journey and deem us crazy. 
 
Then it leads me to suggest that, it’s best to keep your 
secrets a secret. 
 
Even until your brilliantly famous, don’t tell anyone that 
you’re gifted. 
Rather, humiliate your ego, and everyone will have 
compassion for you. 
 



People are shrouded with scepticism and envy, which is 
why we must silence our gifts. It could rub off on the 
wrong side. 
 
Anyways, the point being. 
 
God said he was destined to a lifetime of suffering of being 
mentally ill for 100 years with no money. 
This time, it’s his turn to be the patient. 
Because everything is recycled. 
 
And I’ve seen him punish other people in my life with the 
worst karma, until they are free. 
 
Because, God will do what it takes to crush your ego, even 
if that means giving you the worst hardship. 
 
Make no mistake that God will punish you if you hurt 
others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 36 -  Be true to your vow 
 
This is where it gets interesting, because God adores 
people who are true to their vows. 
 
If you say you’re going to do something, do it. 
 
If you make a vow, keep it. 
 
If you swear to be the light, keep your words. 
 
Because this is where the light comes from, by being true 
to your words. 
 
We are often propelled with pure confidence if we come 
from a place of vows. 
 
Especially if we are arising from pain to give to others. 
 
And usually pain will motivate you to make vows, in which 
you will keep. 
 
Because examples such as long periods of hardship will 
create so many vows to overcome financial difficulty, that 
eventually you will overcome your bondage if God sees 
that you are faithful to your vows. 
 
We say many things like, “I’ll be kind, I’ll give more and 
I’ll share more.” 
 
I try to keep all my vows; I don’t think I’ve broken any yet. 
But if I say I’m going to save a billion lives if God helps 
me arise from bondage, I’ll do it without breaking a sweat. 



Chapter 37- Numbers do not l ie 
 
Here are the top ten countries that want their citizens to 
have a good life (ie. are generous with their welfare 
payments): 
 
The Netherlands 
Lithuania 
U.K 
Bhutan 
Iceland 
Sweden 
Spain 
Denmark 
Sweden 
Canada 
 
All of which are in the richest countries according to: 
http://www.worldsrichestcountries.com/ 
1 

Except, Lithuania and Bhutan. 
 
That’s 8/10 countries who care for the poor are 
the richest countries.  
 
Therefore, giving to the poor makes you wealthy. 
 
The top ten countries with the highest cancer rates  
according to:  
http://blog.dana-farber.org/insight/2014/06/which-countries-have-the-highest-and-lowest-

cancer-rates/
2 

Are: 
 
Denmark 



France 
Austral ia 
Belgium  
Norway 
United States 
Ireland 
Republic of Korea 
Netherlands 
New Calodonia 
 
4/10 of these countries are also in the top 
richest,  
which, means money and cancer are in 
correlation, therefore, the more richer you are 
the more evil .  
 
But before we speculate that money correlates to evil, let’s 
look at stealing. 
 
Stealing is often, a core root of smoking, and smoking 
leads to cancer. 
What are the number one reason people steal? 
 
Lack of money, or debt or lack of spirituality. 
 
From 1996 to 2007 the Howard government managed to 
lead Australia into the richest countries for a long time 
and was generous with welfare payments. 
Now that it’s 2017 under the Turnbull government they 
are crunching down on welfare payments, which is the 
greatest concern. 
 



Because a country that does not care for the poor, is a 
poor country. 
 
Because a country that does not care for the poor, is a 
poor country. 
 
And if you do not care for the poor, crime rates go up 
because people steal, then cancer and then, the 
perpetuation of poverty. 
 
But let’s go back for a minute. 
 
Why is money and crime (evil) in correlation? 
 
It doesn’t mean money is evil. 
 
It just means that very few people have money intelligence 
with the more money they have. 
 
It means, there are few people in this world who use 
money for the greater good. 
 
Money is not the root of evil, this belief will not attract to 
you more riches, because money used for the greater 
good can be good. 
 
It just means, countries with more money, also have an 
average correlation to cancer. 
 
Because let’s face it, there are many people in this world 
that go corrupt when it comes to money and few know 
how to utilise power. 
 



Because like they say, “With power comes great 
responsibility.” 
 
3 of the countries that are generous with their 
welfare payments also made it  on the top 10 
cancer l ist  of 2012. 
 
What does this say? 
 
Money correlates with evil, with evil comes cancer. 
 
We all know that the root of cancer is true evil. 
 
How do we know true evil is associated with cancer? 
 
Let’s take a look at the top 10 countries with the highest 
crime rate. 
 
Belgium 
Sweden 
Columbia 
France 
Jamaica 
United Kingdom 
Germany 
Brazil 
India 
United States of America 
 
3/10 countries of highest crime rate made it  in 
the top ten cancer l ist  of Dana Farber. 
Which shows, that cancer is correlated to evil. 
 



4/10 of these countries are in the top richest,  
which just proves that money correlates to more 
crime and evil .  
 
Because the more evil you are, the higher your chances of 
having cancer. 
 
But what about abortions? 
 
Abortions lead to smoking. 
 
Here is the countries with the highest rate of abortions. 
 
https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2011/11/01/abortion-
rates-for-101-countries/3 

 
The countries of highest rate of cancer were: Denmark, 
France, Australia, Belgium, Norway, United States, 
Ireland Republic of Korea, and Netherlands, that’s 9/10 
of the highest top 10 countries with cancer are 
in the top 100 countries of the highest rates of 
abortions. 
 
Let’s take a look at Debt: 
 
http://learn.stashinvest.com/10-countries-with-largest-
national-debt-to-gdp4 

 
1. Japan 
2. Greece 
3. Portugal 
4. Italy 
5.  Bhutan 



6. Cyrprus 
7. Belgium 
8. United states of America 
9.  Spain 

10. Singapore 
 
 
 
These are the countries that spend more than you have. 
 
And, are in need of financial intelligence.  
 
If you know yourself, you will know your country. 
 
If you know yourself, you will know your country. 
 
You can still be rich and have spending problems, i.e. 
spend more than you have. 
 
2/10 of these countries are generous with their 
welfare payments. 
 
Which means, they have money, but are also in debt. 
 
What you want is a country in surplus. (No debt). 
 
You can still have money and be in debt, because you’re 
spending more than you have. 
 
The top ten countries with the highest murder rates are: 
 
Columbia 
South Africa 



Saint Kitts and Nevis 
Swaziland 
Jamaica 
 Guatemala 
El Savador 
Beliz 
Venezuela 
Honduras 
 
10/10 of these countries are in the top 100 
poorest countries according to this site: (the bottom 
100 being the richest, it goes by rank.) 
https://www.gfmag.com/global-data/economic-data/the-poorest-countries-in-the-
world?page=125

 

 
So what does this say? 
 
Murder makes you poor. 
 
And then, according to this site: 
https://photius.com/rankings/2017/population/death_rate_2017_0.html6

 

 
All  these ten countries of highest rates of 
murder are also in the top 100 highest rates of 
deaths by country. 
 
Huge coincidence? 
 
Or just karma? 
 
Here are the worst 20 countries for spousal abuse: 
 
http://www.worldatlas.com/articles/20-worst-countries-for-
spousal-abuse.html7 



 
All  19/20 countries for spousal abuse are also in 
the top 100 poorest countries.  Except for 
Gabon, which is at  rank 123, which is st i l l  poor.  
 
There you have it, abuse makes you poor. 
 
According to this site, 
 
this is the top ten countries with the most debt: 
 
https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2011/01/28/the-10-
countries-with-the-most-debt8 

 
4/10 being Lebanon, Greece, Italy and Iceland, who are 
also listed in the statistics of thyroid problems by country. 
 
Here is the site of highest thyroid problems by country: 
 
http://www.rightdiagnosis.com/t/thyroid/stats-country.htm9 

 
The USA is not listed in the largest debt, but we all know 
they have the largest debt. 
And most surprisingly the highest rate of thyroid problems 
by 21.5 million. 
 
All  the countries with the highest debt,  also 
have thyroid problems, of the second diagram being 
10/10 countries with the most debt,  also have 
high thyroid problems. Being in order, the United 
States [21.5M], China [95.5M], Japan [9M], Germany 
[6M], France [4.5M], the United Kingdom [4.5M], Italy 



[4.2M], Brazil [13.5M], Canada [2.3M], and Russia 
[10.5M]. 
 
So what does this tell us? 
 
Thyroid problems are the result of evil speech. 
Which means, evil speech is correlated with debt. 
That’s a shocking high rate of thyroid problems, if you ask 
me, compared to the other countries. 
 
 
According to this site this is the highest rate of 
prostitution: 
 
http://ugblizz.com/10-countries-with-the-highest-
prostitution-in-the-world/10 

 
10.Thailand 
9. Germany 
8. Malaysia 
7.Brazil  
6. China 
5.Nigeria 
4. Philippines 
3. Peru 
2.South Korea 
1. Venezuela 

 
China, Germany and Brazil face the most debt. 
What are your thoughts about the other country’s state of 
finance? Poor or not poor? 
Germany is a rich country but nonetheless still in the top 
ten for debt. 



As for Malaysia being a rich country of its region, more 
money more evil? Lack of financial intelligence? 
 
What does this information tell us? 
 
That, lust is a deadly sin. 
 
Sex is a sacred thing, and according to the Zohar, it must 
only be used to birth a child. 
 
Mind you, virgin births create heroic children because the 
desire between both parents are strong. 
 
That is, there is more love between them, as they’ve done 
the restriction. 
 
Now, let’s look at gamblers. 
 
http://www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-that-gamble-
the-most.html11 

 
1.  Austral ia 
2.  Singapore 
3. Ireland 
4.  Canada 
5.  Finland 
6. Italy 
7. Hong Kong 
8.  Norway 
9. Greece 
10.  Spain 

 



These are the countries that Gamble the most. Australia 
being at the top. 
 
So then, what does this tell us? 
Lack of love to other gamblers? And lack of financial 
intelligence? 
 
If people are taught to give more, they wouldn't feel the 
need to gamble. 
 
Austral ia,  Singapore, Canada, Finland, Norway, 
& Spain, that’s 6/10 countries that gamble the most, are 
in the richest countries. 
More money= More problems? 
 
 
Let’s take a look at the most generous countries. 
 
Here is the top ten of 2017. 
 
10. The Netherlands   
9. United Arab Emirates 
8. Ireland 
7. Canada 
6. Austral ia  
5. United States of America 
4. New Zealand 
3.Kenya 
2. Indonesia 
1. Myanmar 
 
 



6/10 of these countries of generosity are also in 
the top richest countries. 
 
There you have it! 
 
Generosity makes you rich. 
 
But remember, to gain financial intelligence and expand 
your consciousness on money, so that you shall use 
money for the greater good and grow even richer with the 
more money you have, to this day. 
 
In 2017, these are the richest of the world with 
the most f inancial intel l igence and the go to 
people for f inancial advice. 
 
20. Wang Jianlin 
19. Sheldon Adelson 
18. Li Ka-shin 
17. Alice Walton 
16. S. Robson Walton 
15. Jim Walton 
14. Sergey Brin 
13. Liliane Bettoncourt 
12. Larry Page 
11. David Koch 
10. Charles Koch 
9. Michael Bloomberg 
8. Bernard Arnault 
7. Larry Ellison 
6. Carlos Slim Helu 
5. Mark Zuckerberg 
4. Warren Buffet 



3. Jeff Bezos 
2. Amancio Ortega 
1. Bill gates 
 
 
Bill gates is actually very humanitarian when it comes to 
third world countries, he often says to go visit extremely 
impoverished countries and give aid. 
 
There you have it! 
The people who have the most financial intelligence and 
the most light when it comes to money. 
 
They are the people who have given the most! 
 
If you want to expand your consciousness, read up on all 
their books and videos. 
 
And, get them while they’re on a crest! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 38 – Don’t judge 
 
Jesus said, “Judge not that ye not be judged, for with that 
ye judge, shall ye be judged, and measured to you again.” 
 
Jesus said, “Judge not that ye not be judged, for with that 
ye judge, shall ye be judged, and measured to you again.” 
 
For a long time, I overcame my judgments of other writers 
just to write well. 
 
The same is true of music and any other talents. 
 
Overcome your judgments and you will sing and write 
exceptionally well. 
 
It’s so easy to judge. 
 
But what we don’t know is that it creates karma for us. 
 
As such, don’t do it. 
 
Don’t judge a single person on the planet. 
 
And you’ll never have chaos, baggage and etc., again. 
 
Let me share an example: 
 
Judgment makes you go and do the extreme opposite of 
the continuum, one example I like is from the book, 
"Secrets of a millionaire mind," the parents were extreme 
cheapskates growing up, camped in a tent instead of a 
hotel, clipped coupons only, the girl would later as an 



adult buy expensive things, max out her credit card and 
face severe debt for lavish spendings as she grew up. 
We often, don't realise our judgments, but we usually 
respond as the extreme opposite, which is just as bad, and 
in the words of jesus, "Will be measured to you again." 
 
Exhibit A: Person A judges person B for being weak. 
Then he goes on to be strong, but just passes the 
judgment on. Exhibit B: Person B judges people for being 
kiss ass, so he's a little bit rude and gets rejected in his 
relationship. Exhibit C: Person C judges people who 
speak a lot, and lives the rest of his life mute. Exhibit D: 
Person D Judges people for not being good enough, and 
is ungrateful, his ego gets worse, and no matter how much 
you give to him it will never suffice because his ego gets 
worse and worse. 
 
Another example: 
 
Short people judge short people because tall people judge 
them, boring people judge people for being boring 
because funny people judge them, dumb people judge 
people for being dumb because smart people judge them. 
Do you see how it gets passed on? Smokers judge 
smokers because non-smokers judge them.  
 
Judgment is a double edged sword, it gets you not the 
other person. 
 
Never judge! 
 
 
 



Chapter 39 – Evil  people think they’re good 
 
 
The problem with most problems is that evil people think 
they’re good. 
 
So they don’t change. 
 
What happens when we think we’re good? 
 
Everyone around us thinks we’re perfect and no one 
changes. 
 
Because in this life, no one is perfect and everyone has 
sin. 
 
In truth, we must believe we’re wrong or are the evil ones. 
 
And then we will bring on change. 
 
Usually most people like terrorism, are conditioned from 
young to believe good people are evil, so what they do, 
they think they’re in the right and that they’re the hero, 
and that good people are bad, but they are not.  
 
Then, they go around hurting good people because they 
are conditioned to believe the other side is evil. 
 
Therefore, evil people think they’re good, and good 
people humiliate their ego and think they’re evil. 
 
 
 



Chapter 40 – There’s no such thing as perfect 
 
 
Now, let’s have a look at the gods. 
 
No matter how evolved you are you’re always going to 
encounter problems, that naturally you must overcome. 
 
There’s no such thing as a perfect life, or being perfect. 
 
Just more evolved. 
 
So what you really want is someone who is more evolved, 
and someone who will tackle life with you. 
 
The only thing you can do is love and accept people as 
they are, for whatever baggage they have, because 
everyone makes mistakes and everyone has suffering. 
 
And they will change on their own, if you love them just 
the way they are. 
 
Why is it that no one is perfect? 
 
Because we need chaos to have light. 
 
Life is chaos and light, chaos and light. 
 
If you love people just as they are and help people 
overcome their problems rather than deem them for the 
inevitable, they will change on their own faster, 
and will evolve higher. 
 



Because people evolve if you love them, especially where 
it’s difficult, and then you will evolve higher. 
 
How you treat the low vibration is how God will treat you. 
 
How you treat the low vibration is how God will treat you. 
 
God’s are more evolved,  
 
It’s their consciousness that is really nice, but it doesn’t 
mean they don’t have problems. 
 
It just means… they’ve overcome many. 
 
Superman has an opposing force, God has the Devil. 
And the gods have their fair share. 
 
Why must we have an opposing force? 
 
Because, there must be balance. 
 
And, it motivates good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 41 -  Blind faith 
 
When we trust the light more than anything and carry on 
with blind faith of all our intentions, we never feel 
insecure. 
 
The goal is to trust your karma more than anything, and if  
you’ve done everything I’ve told you, the light will always 
be right behind. 
 
To trust your giving, to the point where you’ll always have 
abundance, and to save lives, you will never die. 
 
Trust your karma, 
 
Trust your karma 
 
And, surrender to the will of God. 
 
After all, 
 
There’s nothing without a karmic signature on it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 42 – Transforming darkness 
 
 
For a very long time, I transformed everyone’s darkness. 
 
Because people can’t break out of their karma, unless you 
transform it for them. 
 
Anything you threw at me, I transformed. 
 
I silenced people’s ego, overcame their evil eye and 
restricted their anxiety. 
 
It feels good when someone transforms you your 
darkness. 
 
As you don’t know what holds people bondage. 
 
But you can break them out of their spell. 
 
People find it difficult to overcome their chaos, they don’t 
know how, so if you have more light than them, it is your 
duty to transform their chaos. 
 
As, the more must always help the less. 
 
The more must always help the less. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 43 – Don’t compare 
 
What I like to say is, gold is gold, diamond is diamond. 
 
It wouldn’t be right to compare them both would it? 
 
We all get envious of other’s who are doing better than us, 
But comparing won’t get us anywhere, so don’t do it. 
 
You don’t want people envious of you so don’t compare 
yourself to others. 
 
There are also other neat tricks like not listening to a low 
vibration, and ignoring the low vibration so that they do 
not repeat their behaviour. 
 
And, encouraging everything that comes to money. 
 
And in doing so, you will watch your wealth grow. 
 
But overtime, you will learn many of these neat tricks. 
 
Use your consciousness. 
 
Use your consciousness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 44 – Importance 
 
We are governed by the things we regard as important. 
 
If you believe giving is important, you will give. 
 
If you believe money is important, you will get a job. 
 
If you aren’t functioning as per se, then it’s time to 
rearrange your priorities and of the things you find 
important. 
 
The one at the top, no.#1 will be the one that propels 
action. 
 
So say for example at no.#1 you have love and family. 
 
You will put your family first and spend more time with 
them. 
 
If giving is no.#1.  
 
You will tackle through all sorts of storms to give. 
 
What do you value most? 
 
What do you find to be the most important thing to you? 
 
Mine is: 
 
No.#1, Family, love and giving. 
No.#2 Money 
No.#3 Knowledge 



Chapter 45 – Perfect love 
 
If you can get your love perfect, 
 
You can write a book, do a movie or make videos. 
 
Because there’s no point in doing anything, if our love is 
not perfect. 
 
But of course, it’s never a good idea to be too perfect, as 
people get jealous. 
 
Rather, be imperfect love to be perfect. 
 
The consciousness has to be clear and pure for you to be 
in the trillions. 
 
Imperfect but perfect love. 
 
How beautiful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 46 – Share your blessings 
 
And, last but not least. 
 
Sharing your blessings, magnifies your abundance. 
 
Your happiness, your wealth, and your spare income. 
 
The moment we receive it, we must have a sharing 
consciousness, because we are given plenty to share it with 
the less fortunate, and in doing so, we create more of it. 
 
Everything that comes back, we must share. 
 
Especially when the light returns, we must have a sharing 
consciousness and we will magnify that abundance if we 
share it with others. 
 
For example: 
 
When the light returns, or when I get tips, I immediately 
share my good will with the homeless, or with family. 
When my partner gives me large sums, I immediately 
donate to charity. 
When I get a good job, I share my extra earnings, and my 
fortunate success.  
 
Therefore, share your happiness, share your success and 
share your wealth when you attain it, and by doing so, you 
will create more of it. 
 
 
 



SECTION 2- THE RAINBOW BODY OF MONEY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER ONE - GOD 
 
As I famously shared a story in my first book, this is the 
rerun for the rainbow body of money, let me share: 
 
 
A man had a very annoying wife, who was poor, 
complained a lot and had money problems beyond belief.  
Determined to get away from her, he gave and gave 
endlessly to the world, like no tomorrow. 
At the end of his life, God looked at his akashic record 
and sent him to Hell. 
He exalted, “Why? I gave and gave like you wanted me 
too, with the entire world.” 
God said, “You gave and gave to everyone but your wife, 
to get away from her, if you do not love your wife, how 
can I expect you to love the rest of the world?” 
“I asked you to do one thing, and one thing only, and that 
was to love thy neighbour as thyself, and you went and did 
the exact opposite!” 
Distraught, God sent him to redo his life over again with 
the same annoying wife, with the same money problems, 
and the same suffering, until he learned to love his wife. 
 
The next guy kneels down before God, God looks at his 
akashic record with all his thoughts and deeds to the last 
detail, and he sentences him to a 100 years in hell. 
He exclaims, “But why! I loved thy neighbour as thyself, 
and gave to thy neighbour as thyself, like you wanted me 
to.” 
God exclaims, “No you didn’t, this man asked for money 
once, and you did not give here, and this homeless man 
slept on an empty stomach because you had spare change 



and did not give to him for him to eat, and this woman 
asked for help once, and you refused to lend her money.” 
The man exalts, “But what about everything else! How 
can you condemn me to 100 years when I corrected 
everything else.” 
God said, “But you blindly ignored one correction, when 
I clearly said to you, that everything was a karmic 
correction. How can I believe that you truly cared for 
those you gave to, and that you truly love thy neighbour, 
when many slept on empty stomachs because you refused 
to give on occasions?” 
God continues, “You are to redo your life over, until 
everything is perfect, with the same corrections and the 
same suffering until you learn to get it right.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER TWO – BELIEFS 
 
Beliefs carve our entire world like a canvas, it’s starts out 
as a rough draft, then becomes something bigger than 
your own eyes, how well the picture turns out is in your 
core beliefs - your inner most world of positive and non-
destructive beliefs. 
 
If you change the outskirts, the painting, the brush strokes, 
it’s not going to change the core imagination that set’s to 
paint the original image will it? You could alter things 
slightly here and there, but beliefs already created 80% of 
the canvas, you’d have to erase your entire belief system to 
a new paradigm, and start over, and what you get is a 
different picture, different canvas, and a wholly new 
masterpiece. But beliefs are like the imagination, it 
initiates the painting, and redirects the masterpiece to a 
beautifully contrived piece of work. 
 
Let’s take Exhibit A. 
Rich people are corrupt.  
The person who has this belief could be making one 
million dollars, but avoid having money to be “corrupt” so 
he’ll unconsciously get rid of his earnings. 
Or he could be making unconscious commands to 
himself to be corrupt to people poorer that him. 
Because whatever your beliefs are, are the commands you 
are unconsciously creating for yourself. 
 
Let’s take Exhibit B. 
Rich people are bad. 
The person with this belief, no matter how much money 
he is making, will think having money is bad, and will 



avoid being rich so he will not be deemed: “Bad.” Or he 
will be bad to those poorer than him, because he is telling 
himself to be bad as a rich person hence, rich people are 
bad. 
 
We must be wary of our beliefs 24/7 just like our 
thoughts, I touched up on this in the book “The will of 
God,” with light, but the same token is true with money.  
 
Do you want to know what beliefs look like from a 
clairvoyant perspective? 
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This is what the average population looks like with their 
destructive beliefs, could you imagine what the canvas 
would like look as the final produce? 
 
Let’s take a look at the average population and how well 
they are doing with this consciousness: 
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7 
Is it working? 
Clearly the 99% have only 1% of the total income, so then 
clearly this way of thinking is not working. 
 
I want you to take 5 mins, to clear all your old thinking 
daily, and replace it with new, truthful and positive beliefs, 
that could take years to condition, until all your paradigms 
are standing in the right direction, and your holding your 
final canvas with steady hands, and with steady confident 
beliefs, hence the final stroke?  
 
Beautiful beliefs = you guessed it, a beautiful masterpiece.  
 
Your beliefs could look something like this: 
 
The rich work hard for their money, they are kind and 
generous, who have a high degree of compassion for the 
poor. It’s light and chaos, one trivial person should not 
punish the rest, the rich are dedicated, self-educated and 
work extremely hard to make money work for them. The 
rich are the most generous as the Forbes list contain the 
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most philanthropists, nothing is random, and people get 
the life they chose to work hard to have. The rich are 
close to God, because a life without sin is an abundant life, 
and the rainbow body of money entails a life without 
money sin, therefore, the rich are the most selfless, and 
holy beings. To say that rich people are bad, is like 
ignoring the law that everyone is unique with different 
piloting belief systems, that cave their “Life canvas.” 
 
Therefore, be wary of your thoughts, 24/7, as they are 
piloting your future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER THREE 
 
Let’s take a look at what makes billionaires, billionaires. 
 
The industries that makes the most billionaires on the 
Forbes list are: 
 
1. Finance and Investments: 267 billionaires (15% of 
worldwide total) 
2. Fashion and Retail: 221 billionaires (12% of worldwide 
total) 
3. Real Estate: 163 billionaires (9% of worldwide total) 
4. Technology: 159 billionaires (9% of worldwide total) 
5. Manufacturing: 157 billionaires (9% of worldwide total) 
6. Diversified: 145 billionaires (8% of worldwide total) 
7. Food and Beverage: 141 billionaires (8% of worldwide 
total) 
8. Healthcare: 113 billionaires (6% of worldwide total) 
9. Energy: 80 billionaires (4% of worldwide total) 
10. Media and Entertainment: 74 billionaires (4% of 
worldwide total) 
 
What does this tell us? 
 
That there is no one way to become a billionaire. If you 
provide a good and service that makes every one happy, 
then why not go for it? 
 
Have you know, when the PC was first innovated, the 
vision behind that was to create a quality product that was 
envisioned to be affordable in every household, by every 
person, by bill gates. 
 



And, another African billionaire, was to provide a good 
and service catered to needs, that was quality at affordable 
prices, as needs are always in demand. 
 
Mark Zuckerberg’s vision for facebook was to create long 
term solutions that benefit everyone despite upheavals.  
 
Another billionaire, became a billionaire by introducing 
people to good deals. 
Some shop til’ they drop, and others create a network of 
people far more expertise than they, like a mastermind 
group of Einstein’s and Nikola Tesla’s. Yes, these people 
exist. 
 
Steve jobs, had a vision, and it saved Apply from hitting 
rock bottom, he wanted to create a service they gave 
customers a lot of digital benefits, and by sticking to his 
philosophy, “The whole is greater than its parts” he 
endured apple to be the new “digital hub for our emerging 
digital lifestyle.” 
 
Vision, aside, let’s have a look at the data.  
 
A majority of billionaires invest as the no.#1 means to 
preserve wealth, and keep their wealth. 
 
If you have a look at this diagram: 
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Then it would be wise to say, that a smart dollar would 
invest in people and business already on a “crest” or 
“bloom.” And, will continue that way for the next ten 
years. Warren buffet says, “If you can’t imagine growing 
with a business for the next ten years, don’t even bother to 
invest.” 
 
Better yet, why not invest into people who are already 
billionaires [on a crest], clearly “billions” means they are 
already a “success.” With no debt, and maximum profit 
like Facebook. 
 
I predict that Google will be the next university and 
Amazon in the next ten years. 
People are going to look in their direction for financial, 
investing, and spiritual guidance.  
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More technological platforms for teachers and free 
educational platforms that pivot our success as an evolving 
society, that’s going north. 
 
Mark Zuckerberg does say, “Stay up to date,” as 
technology advance, society evolves, and the world is 
getting smarter, we need to keep up with change, and 
evolution, as a growing society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER FOUR – HOW DO THE 1% THINK 
 
If you google and correlate how billionaires think and 
their habits, what you find will be interesting.  
 
They all meditate, they all exercise, they all think different, 
are all self educated, they all have a vision, they all have 
the right core beliefs, they live below their means, they 
read a lot, they get things done, they don’t take failure for 
an answer, they move past their mistakes, they overcome 
their problems, and they all pursue what they love doing. 
 

9 
 
Clearly, education is not a prerequisite, although many 
billionaires do have degrees, many have not and just did 
as well the same. Therefore, having a degree is not a 
constant variable [a constant]. But being self-educated is a 
constant variable meaning that if you correlate all their 
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habits, all billionaires educate themselves constantly and 
read a lot of books, hence being self-educated is a 
constant variable, a prerequisite to success. 
 
 
Let’s take a look at religion. 
 

10 
So the no.#1 religion that makes billionaires is 
Christianity, the belief in Jesus Christ. 
Scot Anderson, says the bible contains a plethora of 
secrets on prosperity it’s no wonder Jesus’s light is gi-mega 
rainbow body, he’s educated the most billionaires, and 
gave the most light to the entire world. At the beginning of 
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the bible, Jesus claims, that only the “wicked fear the 
light.” And, some billionaires claim to get expert business 
practices from the bible. 
 
Jesus has a high degree of ethics and morale, it’s no 
wonder his light is eternal. 
And, that his karma is 1Mx light. 
 
Christianity, we are onto you! 
 
 
The next data, I wanted to show you is Judaism. In the 
average population that are not billionaires, it’s Judaism 
that is the richest religion. If you look at their core beliefs, 
they will wait til’ your dying day to comfort you, if you are 
dying, and they will never risk a life to save another, “as all 
life is sacred.” Smokers would not risk their lives to save 
others, hence the reason they are dying. 
 
The high degree of ethics in Judaism is unshakable, it’s no 
wonder they are rich. 
They believe in God and only God, in karma, “An eye for 
an eye,” and justice. “That God will punish the wicked,” 
and they will never leave thy neighbour starving. Their 
compassion for the poor is unshakable. 
 
And, numbers do not lie: Do they deserve their wealth or 
what? 
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CHAPTER FIVE – MAKE PEOPLE FAMOUS 
 
“To increase your worth is to become famous.”- Mj 
Demarco 
 
The only way to fame and fortune is by making other 
people famous. 
Fame is a process that happens over the years, not over 
night, and if it’s overnight, it’s short lived. 
 
Long lasting fame, happens over centuries, making other 
people famous. 
 
Boyce Avenue makes covers with extremely good talented 
singers and makes them famous, hence their 3 billion 
views. 
 
Conan O’brien, does celebrity interviews. Making other 
celebrities famous and recognized. He also advertises their 
movies, giving you the latest film to watch. Hence, his 
fame and fortune. 
 
Oprah, interviews famous authors, or she makes writers 
famous. And, introduces you to top selling books, hence 
her fame and fortune. 
 
Rav berg, introduces people to very talented individuals 
and his enterprise “Kabbalah” strives to make you 
famous, rich and fortunate. 
 
Joe Vitale, recommends you to a lot of other famous 
authors, and individuals throughout his books. 
 



If you’re going to be famous, heads up, use your fame for 
the greater good, as every second is precious. The power 
that comes with fame and fortune, people look to you as a 
model, so be careful of how you use power, your speech 
and your modeling.  
 
However, some author’s say that time is scarce. This is far 
from true. Time is unlimited, in the sense that we have 
unlimited lifetimes to finish our work, if we use it wisely. 
Time is not scarce, it’s sacred. Just like money is 
unlimited, and more can be made, the same purchasing 
power of $5, can buy item A,B,C and D, if it were to be 
passed around. Money is not scarce, it’s sacred. It’s also 
unlimited, if we run out, more can be created, so there’s 
plenty to go around. 
 
Thinking time is scarce will only limit you. Thinking it’s 
unlimited, you will take your time, to pursue the 
billionaire title for as long as it takes, for however long it 
takes, and you will also make long-term goals, as a result. 
 
Consciousness is also sacred and unlimited. Nikola Tesla, 
can recite every text book he’s ever read with his 
photographic memory, memory is unlimited so long as 
you fill your mind with beautiful content and thoughts. I 
always believe people are more capable than computers, 
they have the power to learn, understand, and read as 
much content as they want, and continue growing, and 
remember everything like Tesla, so long as it’s light. 
 
As Einstein says, “If we are not learning, we are dying,” 
and as T Harv Eker says, “If a flower is not growing, it’s 
dying.” 



CHAPTER SIX – SELF-TRANSFORMATION 
 
Scot Anderson says, imagine a jar of marbles. Each day 
you get a certain amount of marbles. Reading time, will 
place 5 marbles in the jar, meditation will place 3 marbles 
in the jar, and listening to audios will place 2 marbles in 
the jar, and change and reinventing yourself may place 10 
marbles in the jar. And, by the end of the day all marbles 
are used up. If all your self-transformation marbles get 
used up, you have used your day wisely. 
 
And, this is exactly how self-transformation should be. 
Not easy work, but investing in yourself is probably the 
best thing you could do, as we are not promised 
tomorrow. 
 
Think of it like this, life will force you to change, if not 
worse case scenario, cancer, if you do not change. Self-
transformation ensures you are ahead of the game, and of 
life’s rat race, so you are guaranteed tomorrow and a 
better future, all because you “chose” to invest in yourself 
today, and “change,” in exchange for a longer life span, 
and better tomorrow. 
 
Each “today” you invest, is a thousand “tomorrows” in 
your spiritual bank. 
 
Every day, the sun battles the night, to give light the next 
day. 
The sun nor complains, gives up, or takes a holiday. 
It does, what it does, for the benefit of humanity, and 
continues eternal service so we have light to do our jobs, 
to eat, live, and venture. 



Do you ever think about the “good karma” the sun has? 
 
The night is metaphoric to “death” while the light the sun 
gives is “eternal life.” 
 
The point is, we do the work we are required to do each 
day, and the investment? 
 
More tomorrows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER SEVEN- GRATITUDE 
 
Most of you by now are familiar with the concept of 
gratitude, because I preach it an awful lot. 
 
Take for instance an example of a lack of gratitude, Justin 
the ken Barbie look alike who’s had 99 multiple surgeries 
to look like ken Barbie, feels like he needs 99 more to go 
until he’s complete. 
 
A real life example of how ingratitude can pull you down 
the number line to a -100. 
 
The lesson? 
Be grateful for everything. How you look, your money, 
and your life. 
 
If you are grateful for everything, especially your lows, 
where it is most difficult, that’s when the most miracles are 
revealed. 
 
Appreciate no money, appreciate bad life, appreciate 
when mum tells you off constantly, appreciate a bad day, 
appreciate when you feel ugly, appreciate all the other 
lows, because that’s when God pays you the most. 
 
If you are grateful, miracles will follow. 
 
I find that gratitude is the multiplier of money. Every time 
I am grateful for people who give me knowledge, time and 
money, I give back double, I raise money for them, or I 
give them more service back, I go the quadruple mile. 
 



Why? 
 
Because I am grateful. 
 
The way I see it is, gravity like unhappiness pulls you 
down, it’s the opposite of “flying” it’s only job like the ego 
is to pull you down, and to stay flying you must fight 
gravity. 
 
Gratitude is the buoyant antidote to stay afloat. Practice it 
everyday, in fact, Oprah in her book, “Things I know for 
sure,” says, to have a gratitude journal, and this works 
absolutely wonders. 
 
I know, that when I use her technique I see success 
everyday, to the point I believe it and then I share 
happiness and success. Because you can lose what you 
have by not being grateful, aka Justin, and therefore to stay 
buoyant, keep a gratitude journal until your soaring so 
high, you are always ahead of karma. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER EIGHT – TODAY 
 
Today is the miracle day, that only counts and brings 
fruition to your destiny. 
 
You cannot erase the past, and you cannot live in the 
future, of a day that’s not guaranteed. But you can live in 
today, and create a better tomorrow as a result of living 
the best today. 
 
Tomorrow is not guaranteed. But it is, when today is 
fulfilled. 
 
And, each day that is fulfilled, brings thousands 
“tomorrows.” Every “tomorrows” become your future, 
that is, predestined. 
 
If today you are unhappy, tomorrow gets worse, therefore 
today is the “best” day of your life. 
 
It means, today you are “Healthy,” “Wealthy,” and 
“Prosperous.” 
 
This belief system made me extremely healthy because a 
lot of people “Believe” they have bad health, and that 
belief system dictates their future. 
 
You need to believe you are healthy, wealthy and 
prosperous, and only then will you up the integer to 
wealth, health, and prosperity. 
 
Because life get’s better or it gets worse. 
 



Negative emotions, negative thinking pulls us down like 
the forces of gravity down the number line, to -100, while 
all things God like hope and faith, understanding and 
wisdom, skips the integer by 10 up the number line to 
abundance, 100,000. 
 
Tomorrow will get worse if you adopt negative thinking. 
 
Therefore, believe, you are healthy and wise. 
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CHAPTER NINE – DELAYED GRATIFICATION 
 
What was all the fuss about the movie “Forest Gump?” 
 
I think it was a film all about waiting, for his one true love. 
 
And what can we learn about that film? 
 
Perhaps you remember the saying, “The best things 
comes to those who wait.” 
 
And it is true. 
 
All life is waiting, for a billion, for love, and for miracles. 
 
They say if you can wait a very long time, to drink your 
coffee, to have your first meal, to say powerful stories, ten 
years to tell sacred stories, to go on holidays, to eat 
seafood, to give money, to have a smoke. 
 
The result is miracles. 
 
If you apply the delayed gratification for everything, every 
aspect of your life. 
 
What you become is a very powerful entity, and very 
strong willed. 
 
But you need to keep it up for life. 
 
You do it for a lifetime, speech, words, actions, giving, 
story telling, everything, until it’s no longer an issue. 
 



I waited 7 years to make videos, to write, to do 
phenomenal things. 
 
Ultimately, the longer you restrict inspiration, the greater 
the miracle that comes back tenfold. 
 
More knowledge, more wisdom, and more miracles are 
the reward you get for delayed gratification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER TEN – FREE WORK 
 
I did free work for 9 years, before I became a life expert 
on philosophy, writing, and spirituality. 
 
I’d say the price is worth it, people don’t charge me for 
expert advice, they give freely knowledge to me, and I’ve 
overcome insurmountable problems from free-giving. 
 
Only because I’ve given just as much. 
 
Free work gives you the free skills you need and 
experience to become an expert, you won’t get anywhere 
charging ridiculous prices for futile service. 
 
But you have everything to gain. 
 
In fact, many rich people I know nominate certain times 
of their hours to do free work, free surgery to the poor, 
free optometry for the poor like the Bates method, and 
free programming like what my husband does for people 
with his skills. 
 
The rich are generous with their time, and know that what 
they trade for free work is unlimited knowledge. 
 
Wouldn’t you want to be an expert at what you do? 
 
Go ahead, and give freely. 
 
Many of the rich raise money for charity, because if you 
think about it, that’s the wealthiest way to generate positive 
karma for yourself. To raise millions for charity is the 



most rewarding thing you could do, and the rewards are 
infinite, you get more from it financially than what you 
give. 
 
Actually, Joe Vitale mentions in his book, “The attractor 
factor,” that the subconscious plays a huge role in 
attracting miracles. 
 
When the subconscious let’s go of a certain baggage, it 
attracts more miracles to us in the form of financial gain 
or prosperity. 
 
Usually this is triggered by free work, or the light of 
sharing, where deep internal changes lead to drastic 
outward changes in reality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER ELLEVEN: THE DEADLY SINS 
 
There is a reason the deadly sins are referred to as 
“Deadly.” 
 
I’ve had smokers smoke almost four thousand cigarettes 
on my Facebook out of pure greed.  
 
Some of them think they are making money off me, 
follow me for years while puffing away endlessly at a 
smoke, while I lose thousands of dollars over their 
addiction. 
 
Greed does not make you money even though it feels like 
it at the time, don’t do it. 
 
The Englishman killed the chicken that lay the golden 
eggs, because he wasn’t producing enough of them at a 
faster rate. So what did he do? He cut open the chicken 
for more eggs, and the chicken died. 
 
Greed will kill you. 
 
Cancer patients, suffer sever stomach pains, but because 
their cigarette addiction is tied in with judgment, they 
continue smoking endlessly to the death despite the 
insurmountable stomach pains they are in. Why? Because 
judgment is a lethal force beyond your control that makes 
you do things beyond your control, so they cannot stop 
unless they overcome judgment, even beyond the death. 
 
The deadly sins will kill you don’t do it. 
 



Greed: This person wanted more and more cigarettes, did 
it work? 
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Greed: This person wanted more and more food, did it 
work? 
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CHAPTER TWELVE – IMPORTANCE 
 
Once you’ve placed your beliefs it’s important to rank its 
importance. 
 
My number #1 beliefs are: Love, money and freedom. 
 
I always put my husband first at all costs because I value 
love. 
 
And because I value money, I spend everything on him 
and give gi-mega-ously.  
 
What do you feel like is the most important belief? 
 
If you feel as if giving to the poor is no#1 priority, then 
you will do just as that every week. 
 
If you value investing in yourself, then you may read three 
books a week to accommodate that belief. 
 
If you value long-term solutions, you may choose to not 
go out partying every week to accommodate those beliefs. 
 
If you value people, you will always find enriching 
relationships, if you value people-you will always care, you 
will always be prosperous, and everyone will care about 
you. 
 
Let me give a better example.  
 
I once had a hard time cleaning the bathroom because my 
beliefs were “It’s too much work.” Then I replaced it with 



“It’s only once a week.” And by Moses, it was a breathe of 
fresh air. Cleaning the bathroom happened in less than 
minutes.  
 
I once went to the bathroom excessively for months, and 
under a lot of investigation, I realised my belief system 
was, “I have a weak bladder.” I changed it to “I have a 
strong bladder.” And the excessive trips stopped. 
 
This is just an example of beliefs, but because I value 
financial freedom, I sacrifice a lot of instantaneous 
pursuits, like shopping, and junking, in pursuit of a long-
term financial freedom. 
 
I value it as a no.#1 priority, therefore it governs all my 
choices and makes it easy to say no to a lot of things. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN – SAVING LIVES 
 
 
Jk Rowling is 52 years of saving lives. 
 
Mariah Carey is 42 years of saving singing. 
 
Because words are sacred and words are wise, if you only 
opened your mouth to save lives, what you get is 
fulfilment. 
 
Make no mistake that every word that comes out of your 
mouth is precious, and used only to share truth, 
knowledge and wisdom. 
 
If you keep up to this rule, by nine years, you will learn at 
the speed of light, and exponent your knowledge in 
magnitude. 
 
Yes, it’s fun, and you can handle it. 
 
Because words are sacred, let me go by the rule of four 
for good listening. 
 
Empathy: You must be happy, I feel angry for you, you 
must be so hurt. 
Open questions: Why are you angry? What lead to you 
being hurt? How did that happen? How did that feel? 
Reflective listening means understanding in your own 
words: You were hurt because she betrayed you, you are 
angry because the argument escalated, you work really 
hard for what you have, you must be extremely happy. 



Sharing something personal that relates: I used to be an 
angry person, but then time was usually always the answer. 
I love being happy, I was happy the other day over a 
success that I expected, and it felt good. 
 
Yes in that order. 
 
The art of sacred listening.  
 
Usually if you get it right, it feels extremely blissful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN – MAN FEARS HIMSELF 
 
“And, all long the only person man has to fear, is 
himself.”~ Paulina berg 
 
Let me give you some live examples. 
 
Person A. Lies so much that she does not believe a word 
anyone says, even if they were honest. 
 
Person B. Is so afraid that everyone will shut him down 
that he shuts them down first, even if they are a good 
person with no intention to hurt others, so he ends up 
hurting everyone. 
 
Person C. Is so afraid of being used, that she refuses to do 
the right thing, out of the fear of being used because she 
uses good people when they do the right thing. 
 
It’s funny, there is a saying that goes, “And, all along the 
only battle we face is the one with our minds.”- Unknown. 
 
If man manipulates severely, he would never believe a 
word anyone has to say and will live in fear and scepticism 
of others, even if a person meant well and had good 
intentions, he will take his pain out on that person and 
accuse them of blasphemy. 
 
Is it true that the only person man has to fear is of himself 
and his own karma? 
 
Let me give a real live example. 
 



Some people in my experience, will not brush the tongue 
even though you tell them because they are so afraid of 
being the light. 
 
Jesus said, “Only evil people fear the light.” 
 
What are they afraid of? What did they do? Why does 
man fear himself so bad? 
 
Let me give one more example. 
 
Some cancer patients, are so afraid of their intentions that 
despite the insurmountable pain they are in, they refuse to 
repent to save their own lives, they rather die of cancer 
than to face their own intentions. 
 
Why not just repent, and relieve the pain? 
 
What are they afraid of?  
 
Themselves. 
 
Man do the right thing and he will no longer fear himself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER FIFTEEN -  ADMIRE SUCCESSFUL 
PEOPLE 
 
There are so many experts in this world. 
 
The people closest to perfect are God, Jesus, non-debted 
billionaires, Moses, Buddha, and talented experts in their 
field. 
 
Would it not be wise that if you wanted professional, 
financial or singing advice, you would go straight to the 
experts and ask for help? 
 
After all, they do get an A++++ on their score card. 
 
Unsuccessful people are never truly happy for the success 
of others, they get jealous, they complain and they gossip. 
 
What do we do to people we don’t like? We do not wish 
them happiness, we do not wish them success, nothing 
good about them makes us happy. 
 
But no! 
 
That’s not ok. 
 
The only way to be successful is to truly admire people’s 
success, like being happy for people who have money, 
and then that gets recycled and everyone will be happy for 
you. 
 



The fastest way to success is by admiring and being happy 
for the success of others, and everyone will be happy for 
you, but like all process this takes time and dedication. 
 
One small correction of not being happy, and you’re 
going straight to hell. I Joke. 
 
But it’s very close from true, one small correction is 
enough to lose everything you have. 
 
In saying such, do be happy, and in the words of one of 
the richest celebrities that Keanu Reeves, told me, 
“Secretly admire people’s success.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER SIXTEEN – COMPASSION 
 
If you ever speak to Warren Buffet, he has a super high 
degree of compassion for everyone. 
 
Usually the more wisdom you attain, the more 
understanding you have for everyone and even the 
wicked. 
 
Because, in Kabbalah, ‘It’s not about how much you love 
those you love, but the wicked.” 
 
We all know that everyone on the Forbes list are 
philanthropists, but awareness is in knowing that if you 
don’t give, it’s instant chaos, but what helps the most is in 
having compassion for the poor, because you of all people 
understand it well. 
 
That’s what I mean by compassion. 
 
Having experience. 
 
Actually, the more I live life, I reflect on principles and 
philosophies like having compassion for the wicked, aka 
Hitler. 
 
For starters, being disconnected to the light, fame 
magnified his karma, was he reptilian? 
 
Did he not receive enough empathy? 
 
I work so hard for light, imagine the life of psychopaths. 
 



And there you go! Compassion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN – DON’T BE STINGY 
 
 
Dr Joe Vitale says, in his book, “Attract money now,” 
That we have certain items of best clothes in our 
wardrobes that we are afraid to wear, and so they become 
obsolete with fashion overtime and we never use it. 
 
He states, that the law of attraction tells us to wear our best 
items, first and today, and in attracting abundance, we go 
from the scarcity continuum to the abundance continuum. 
 
The way I see it is, don’t ever be stingy.  
 
Being stingy is instant chaos, and leads to more financial 
problems than the cost at hand. 
 
Wearing your best, is like being generous to the self and 
not being stingy. 
 
Even if you have money problems, by not being stingy will 
alleviate your problems, quicker than by being frugal. 
 
At all times, never be stingy, and be happy to give when 
you give. 
 
Because having no attachment to money is the key to life, 
and the key to fulfilment, and abundance. 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN – BUYING FREEDOM 
 
What does it mean to buy freedom? 
 
For years, I bought selfless takeaway so my husband and I 
have more time to share and do things that create more 
wealth for the both of us. 
 
If I had the spare money to pay someone to clean my 
bathroom I would. 
 
Time is such a valuable commodity because it’s something 
you can’t get more of in this lifetime. 
 
Yes you can live to a billion lifetimes, but you are limited 
to 125 years this lifetime. Am I exaggerating? Let’s not kill 
the joke. 
 
Dean Graziosi in his book “Millionaire habits” says, he 
would pay people to mow his lawn to free up time to be 
doing phenomenal things, that make more money in the 
long run. 
 
Yes it costs you money, but weigh the opportunity cost, 
$100 for potentially millions, is worth it to me. 
 
On the plus side, you’re providing employment, good 
karma on your end I shall say. 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER NINETEEN –NOTHING IS RANDOM 
 
 
“God does not roll dice.”- Albert Einstein. 
 
If you don’t like your current situation, your money, your 
life, your situation, then do something about it. Change. 
 
Nothing in this life is random, the current universe you 
have to day, is all predestined. 
 
If you don’t like it, then move. You’re not a tree. 
 
Make no mistake that it takes years to harvest success, 
root seeds of fruition, and plant money trees of long 
lasting fulfilment. 
 
You saw the picture of the man with chaotic thoughts, 
could you possibly envision him to be a success with his 
financial situation or a complete disaster? 
 
Well, then there, you go, nothing, absolutely nothing is 
random, and unless you take control of your life today, 
life won’t happen to you, but for you. 
 
Every thought creates your future 6 years from now, so 
plant wisely, correct beliefs and correct your life canvas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER TWENTY – TWO RIDDLES 
 
Riddle 1: 
 
The rich landlord wants to marry the beautiful farmer's 
daughter. He tells the daughter that if she doesn't marry 
him, he will evict her father from the farm and they will be 
homeless. She begs for mercy. Slyly, the landlord agrees 
to allow her one chance to stay. He pulls a bag from his 
pocket, and reaches down and picks up 2 stones from the 
rocky path then places them in the bag. Reach into the 
bag and pull out one stone. If you pull out the black stone 
you will agree to marry me. If you pull out the white stone 
you and your father can live here rent free. The problem 
is that she knows that he picked up two black stones and 
no matter which one she selects she will be forced to 
marry him. What can she do to avoid marrying the greedy 
landlord? 
15 
Answer: She throws one stone away and says, “Whatever 
is left should be the black stone, which means I’ve picked 
the white stone that I’ve thrown away. 
 
 
Riddle 2: 
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These stories changed my life growing up, I never 
perceived people to be the same after these riddles, I was 
always aware of liars, and malicious people. 
 
At least now, you know what people are capable of - you’ll 
never be naïve again. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE – HOMELESSNESS 
 
Reason for homelessness: 
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Reason for homelessness: 
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SECTION 3- LOVE YOUR EGO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
CHAPTER ONE- SELF LOVE 
 
When I say self love, I mean loving your ego, and just as 
you love your ego, you need to be generous to the ego as 
well, as generous to others. 
 
Stinginess comes back in awful ways like baggage and 
incredible addiction. 
 
And it will cost you more in the long run if you’re stingy. 
 
Then it would lead me to say, that you must be generous 
with your self, and to others. 
 
The more you are generous to your self, you will be more 
generous to others and have spare money in the long run, 
as a result of overcoming excess baggage. 
 
But just because it’s OK to be generous to the self, it does 
not mean over consumption. 
 
That’s a different story. 
 
Let’s speculate living below your means. 
 
For a long time, I had no choice but to live below my 
means, I cut my own hair to save money, I wore the same 
outfits all the time,  I was always in luck when it came to 
expensive but quality sales of nice fitted clothing, Buy 
once, wear everyday. 
 



I ate once or twice a day, usually I am so busy sharing, I 
don’t have time to eat. 
 
As, I am busy being committed to being rich, daily. 
 
And, I never luxurised in new products or fancy things. 
 
I am not stingy, I do like expensive things and do spend 
rather enormous amounts on other people, but when it 
comes to myself, you could say I live with what I need, 
and not with what I want. 
 
Why is living below your means important? 
 
Because like any intent, all intents will echo forever and 
you wouldn’t want over consumption as that intent. 
 
In saying so, if you live below your means, that intent 
echoes forever, and gets passed on. 
 
As,  “What you do in the small, you will do in the big.” 
 
Why is this the secret ingredient and constant variable of 
all billionaires? 
Because over consumption is lethal, and an intent you do 
not want to pass on. 
 
Look at how many celebrities make their glory but then 
file for bankruptcy for over consumption and lavish 
spendings - they do not live below their means. 
 
Just because you make it, does not mean you’re set for 
life. 



 
If you google, how millionaires go bust what you find is 
rather alarming. 
 
But it is true, that the habits all billionaires have in 
common is living below their means. 
 
And by that token, get used to it while your income is 
small, and such habits will last a lifetime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER TWO –  HIGH AND LOW DENSITY 
 
 

 
21 
High density means you have a lot of sin, it could be a 
subconscious of 30% anxiety, 40% smoking, or 80% 
anxiety. Perhaps, 10% lying, 30% greed, not unless you’re 
lucky to be like J.K Rowling of 100% pure love. 
 
These intents will continue to repeat forever, especially if 
you have sin. 
And, for as long as it’s on your subconscious, it will 
continue to echo and you will not be able to stop 
repeating yourself. 
 
Then how do we break out of this spell? 
 
Let’s say sin, could be speaking ill of others, bread of 
shame, and lying, and smoking.  
Each sin, this would then be 4 marbles, could be 28 if you 
times each intention by 7. 
 
But in order to remove each marble at a time, kind of like 
you brick layering the soul, you need to repent to get to 
low density. 
 



At low density, we are intuitive, we click, and intuition 
flows. 
 
We are smart, we are creative, and not thick headed. 
 
In high density, we hurt others, we have ego, and we keep 
doing the wrong things. 
 
But the more you repent like mad, which can take years 
to shed, you will reach low density, and have a knack for 
being diamond. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER THREE – UNDERSTAND BOTH SIDES 
 
 
What do customers want? As the boss, what do you want? 
 
Know what it feels like to be the customer, as well as the 
provider. 
 
Usually, until we are on the receiving end, we will then 
stop abhorrent behaviour and proceed with more 
compassion. 
 
As the patient, my doctors think they’re saving my life and 
I’m dangerous, while I can feel the lithium poisoning to 
my head, it actually really hurts. 
 
I haven’t had my menstrual cycle for 7 years, from over 
medicating and max doses, and am pretty much 
considered infertile, as a result. 
 
Are they saving my life? I’ve never had schizophrenia 
thoughts not once, not ever, but apparently to them 
meditation is socially withdrawn. 
 
The point is, understand both sides, the patient, the 
doctor, how it feels to have anxiety, how it feels to do 
public speaking, how it feels to share, how it feels to be 
generous with your money and time. 
 
Know what it feels like to be the receiver of money and 
the giver of money. 
 



If you like, I give back triple when people give me money, 
I go the quadruple-mile, because I know the feeling of 
being the generous one. 
 
In all your chaos, understand how it feels to be in chaos, 
and understand how it feels to be the light. 
 
Know your light, and know your dark. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thank you for reading. 
 
 
-THE END- 
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